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ABSTRACT
Distributed system s synchronized by Virtual Tim e have been topics o f recent interest. Virtual
Tim e follows an optim istic philosophy relying on rollback for synchronization instead of abortion
or blocking. Although m any applications have been suggested as candidates for Virtual Time, few
were sim ulated or implemented. This research reports on the first im plem entation and results of
a Distributed Database Management System synchronized by virtual tim e. We argue that virtual
tim e is a viable alternate concurrency control m ethod for distributed database system s if its memory
overhead can be absorbed.
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C hapter 1

IN TR O D U C TIO N
It was suggested by Jefferson [33] that virtual time could be used to synchronize a dis
tributed database management system. He described one method in [35]. Some related
theoretical work was done by Witkowski [63]. No one has actually implemented such a
system to the knowledge of this writer. Therefore, a logical next step would be to imple
ment such a system and measure its costs and performance characteristics. This will assist
in determining the practicality of a virtual time synchronized database system. Addition
ally, the implementation of a traditional alternate method of concurrency control such as
MultiVersion Tim estam p Ordering (MVTO) is desirable for performance comparison. The
purpose of this research is to report on the implementation of a virtual time distributed
database system as well as its relative performance against MVTO.

1.1

D istrib u te d D atab ase M a n a g em en t S y ste m s

A distributed database (DDB) can be defined as a set of interrelated databases distributed
over a computer network [49]. A distributed database management system (DDBMS) can
then be defined as software th a t manages the distributed database and makes the distribu
tion transparent to any users. One way to visualize the architecture of a DDBMS is shown
in Figure 1.1. The four m ajor components of a DDBMS at each site are transactions, trans
action manager (TM ), database manager (DM ), and data. Transactions are generated from
10

11

TM

DM

data

TM

DM

data

TM

DM

data

Figure 1.1: One possible architecture for a DDBMS.
users. The transaction manager supervises interaction between users and the DDBMS while
the database manager controls access to the data. A fundamental component not shown in
Figure 1.1 is some type of recovery manager [37] (this was not considered in this research).
There are many problem areas associated with a DDBMS [49,16]. Some of these include:
• Database Design
• Query Optimization
• Directory Management
• Deadlock Management

• Reliability
• Operating System Support
• Concurrency Control
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Of these, concurrency control is one of the most studied [49]. The focus of this research is
on a new method of concurrency control (also called synchronization).

1.2

C on cu rren cy C ontrol P ro b lem

The basic problem in concurrency control is to safeguard the correctness of a database
updated by interleaved transactions [51]. The problem is compounded in a distributed en
vironment since the data and user transactions are located at different sites. A concurrency
control mechanism is required to insure correct transaction execution while exploiting par
allelism as much as possible. The most accepted way to characterize correctness is through
serializability. The execution of two interleaved transactions is serializable if it produces
the same effect on the database as some serial (non-interleaved) execution of the two trans
actions [10]. Serialization is discussed in depth in [10, 16, 50, 8, 49, 51, 9]. Another goal of
concurrency control is to ensure the atomic transaction execution. Atomicity in this context
can be described as follows:
• Each transaction accesses shared d ata without interfering with other transactions.
• Either all or none of the transaction effects are made permanent.
Some examples follow in the next section to illustrate the need for concurrency control.

1.2.1

L ost U p d a te s A n o m a ly

A lost update happens when two transactions are allowed to be interleaved without control.
The interleaving may allow two different transactions to read the same value. Both may
later attem pt to write based on th at value. One of these will be overwritten and lost. An
example follows to clarify this. Two transactions are defined as follows:

T \ : Read(x)
x=x+1000

22:Read(x)
x=x-500
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Write(x)

Write(x)

Commit

Commit

Transaction T\ adds 1000 to the current value of x while T2 subtracts 500 from it. Both will
write a new value for x. Assume the initial value of x is 2000 and the following interleaved
sequence is executed:

Ti:Read(x)

[gets value 2000

Tj:x=x+1000
T2:Read(x)

[gets value 2000

T i-.Write(x)

'.writes value 3000

Ti:Commit
T2:x = x -500

T2:Write(x)

[overwrites value 1500

T2:Commit

In the above sequence, the value read by T2 is incorrect since T\ read it previously and
intends on modifying it. T2 eventually writes the value 1500 over the the value 3000 written
by T\. This causes the T\ update to be lost.

1.2.2

In c o n siste n t R e trie v a l A n o m aly

This anomaly could occur when a read oriented transaction is interleaved with a read and
write transaction with no concurrency control mechanism in place. Consider the following
example for transactions Ti and T2 :
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T\\ Read(x)

T2 : Read(x)

x=x-1000

Read(y)

W rite(x)

Print (x+y)

Read(y)

Commit

y=y+1000
W rite(y)
Commit

Transaction T\ transfers 1000 from x to y. T2 reads x and y, then prints their sum. Assume
the initial values of both x and y are 2000 and the following interleaved sequence is executed:

Ti:Read(x)

'.gets value 2000

Ti:x=x-1000
Ti:W rite(x)

Iwrites value 1000

ir2:Read(x)

Igets value 1000

T2:Read(y)

Igets value 2000

T2:Print(x+ y)

Iprints 3000

r 2:Commit
Ti:Read(y)

Igets value 2000

Ti:y=y+1000
T!:W rite(y)
Ti: Commit

Iwrites value 3000

In the above sequence, T\ is half way through the transfer operation when T 2 reads x and y.

T 2 prints 3000 as the sum of x and y when in fact it should be 4000. T\ has not executed the
last half of its operations and T 2 is unaware of this fact. This allows T 2 to make inconsistent
retrievals. As shown by these two examples, a concurrency control method is required to
prevent database inconsistency.
During the 70’s and 80’s, several different approaches to database concurrency control
were introduced [10, 16, 49, 50]. In
recent years, the availability and cost of distributed hardware has made the use of
distributed databases practical. The next section presents a new m ethod of distributed
database concurrency control based on Jefferson’s concept of virtual time[33].

1.3

V irtu a l T im e

Virtual Time was initially conceived by David Jefferson and Henry Sowizral at the Rand
Corporation [36]. The original goal of their research was to improve the technology for
distributed computer simulation. Virtual Time is implemented with the Time Warp (TW )
mechanism [33]. Throughout this text, the terms virtual time and Time Warp are used
synonymously.
Distributed synchronization is the key component to a distributed simulation.

Dis

tributed synchronization methods can be broken into two broad categories: conservative
and optimistic. A conservative approach [18, 19, 46, 53, 25] does not perform an action
until complete information arrives to prove it is correct. This approach generally includes
some form of blocking to insure this ordering. Blocking can create possible deadlock situa
tions where two or more processes are waiting for messages from each other. All deadlock
issues must be resolved in the problem model, adding significantly to its complexity. An
optimistic approach [38, 39, 33, 25] gambles th a t an action should occur and performs it.
If it is later determined the action was wrong, a correction must occur which takes into
account all direct and indirect effects of the incorrect action. Virtual time is a notable
optimistic method.
Virtual time is a tem poral coordinate system imposed on a distributed system to define
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synchronization and to measure computational progress. This approach relies on rollback
as its fundam ental synchronization mechanism. Virtual time allows a process to send a
message (or request) to any other process at any time. Dynamic process interaction is per
m itted instead of static declarations. A relaxed communication assumption is used in which
messages are not required to be sent and delivered in the same order. Messages are pro
cessed by a virtual time process as soon as they are received, regardless of their timestamp
and sender. There is no waiting when messages are available for processing. Therefore,
deadlock is not possible. If a message arrives with a timestamp less than one previously
processed, the process rolls back, undoes previous work, and processes the newly arrived
and the previously received messages in timestamp order. The rollback mechanism requires
process state histories, commonly called checkpoints, and previous messages be stored in
memory to assist in returning to a previous time. This memory and its manipulation costs
are the prim ary overheads in a virtual time system.
Some advantages of the Time Warp mechanism include hardware independence and rel
ative programmer independence. Overall, this optimistic approach offers great potential for
speedup since future projections are made instead of blocking. Current limitations include
diminishing returns as more processors are added in efforts to obtain greater speedups and
unbalanced loading due to the lack of a general load management algorithm. Another po
tential lim itation is the delay incurred from event completion to commitment caused by
optimistic processing.
The core of virtual time (Time Warp) is discussed in depth in [40, 36, 33, 34]. Some
enhancements and optimizations are described in [4, 27, 26, 23, 24, 28, 29, 44, 58, 60, 61].
Some performance studies and simulation results can be found in [3, 5, 6, 11, 22, 30, 32, 31,
34, 45, 54, 62].
There are several applications that can benefit from an optimistic, virtual time ap
proach. The most predominant of these is distributed simulation. This is by far the most
widely practiced use of virtual time. A Time Warp Operating System has been designed to
accommodate distributed simulations, but it can support any application synchronized by
virtual time [34]. Other applications th a t have been examined as virtual time candidates
include distributed logic programming [42, 20], computer animation [55], and distributed
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databases [35, 63].
Virtual Time was suggested as a possible candidate for distributed databases in [33]. It
was introduced as a new method of concurrency control in DDBMS in [35]. Some analytical
work on distributed databases including virtual time was presented in [63]. Some advantages
of virtual tim e in a DDBMS include lack of starvation or deadlock. Entire transactions
are not aborted and restarted. Instead, individual actions within a transaction are rolled
back when conflict occurs. Multiversion history information is available since the rollback
mechanism requires it.

Disadvantages include commitment in strict virtual time order

(which may lead to long commit delays) and very large memory overhead.
Jefferson noted five major differences from other concurrency control methods in [35].
They are summarized here and follow:
• It adheres to an object-oriented approach to database design in which there are no
formal distinctions among “transaction” objects, “data” objects, and “system” ob
jects.
• Rollback is used to resolve access conflicts instead of locking or abort-and-retry.
• Deadlock and starvation are not possible.
• It is free from requirements such as predeclaration, sequentiality, or two-phase struc
ture.
• It uses an artificial time scale (called virtual time) from which timestamps are gener
ated.
History information is stored in two queues. These queues are required to retain copies
of all requests sent to and received from an object for some item. This creates a historical
view of th at item. Transactions are assigned unique timestamps at initiation. When a
transaction request is received, it is processed without blocking. A read request is satisfied
by returning a certain write value found in one of the queues. A write request is achieved
by retaining a copy of the request. If a read or write request arrives late, or out of order,
rollback must be invoked. This may cause previously satisfied requests to be undone and
recomputed.
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Transaction commitment is usually non-deterministic due to delays and race conditions.
In virtual time, commitment is defined at transaction initiation (and therefore determin
istic). Each transaction is assigned a unique timestamp and transaction are committed in
timestamp order. When a virtual time system commits a transaction, it is insuring th a t all
actions within that transaction were performed correctly. Virtual time should be considered
serializable. A proof th at this is true is beyond the scope of this research.

1.4

M u ltiV ersio n T im e sta m p O rdering

Concurrency control mechanisms can be broken into two broad classes: pessimistic and
optimistic [49]. Pessimistic algorithms synchronize concurrent transaction execution early
in their fife cycle. Optimistic algorithms delay synchronization until the end of execution.
Some pessimistic algorithms include two-phase locking (2PL), basic timestamp ordering
(BTO ), and multiversion tim estamp ordering (M VTO), and conservative tim estam p order
ing. Optimistic ones include some form of verification or certification [38, 16]. Virtual time
would also fall in this class.
MVTO was chosen to compare performance for several reasons. They are as follows:
1. It maintains a multiversion history similar to virtual time.
2. It relies on blocking and abortion which is opposite virtual time philosophy.
3. It is a well known m ethod and much literature is available.
MVTO is basically a variant of BTO. The addition of a multiversion history allows all
read requests to be successfully completed. This is the primary advantage of this method.
Some disadvantages include memory overhead for the multiversion history and the possibil
ity of cyclic restart (or starvation). Algorithms, theory, and rules for MVTO can be found
in [16, 10, 8, 49, 57, 7, 9, 51].
MVTO generates a view of some d a ta item as a sequence of versions or histories. Each
d a ta item has a read list and a write list associated with it. These lists store the history
information. A read list contains timestamps for read requests while the write list holds
(timestam ps, value) pairs for write requests. All requests are processed on a first-come

first-served basis. Each request has a timestamp associated with it. Requests do not have
to be processed in timestamp order. Synchronization may require delaying a request or
aborting a transaction if processing the request would create a database inconsistency. A
read request is accomplished by retrieving a certain version of the item. A write request is
achieved by adding a new version to an item. These lists and versions are transparent to
the user accessing the data items.
In the next section, virtual time is formally introduced and described as a concurrency
control mechanism for distributed database systems. Section 3 presents the MVTO con
currency control method. In Section 4, the implementation environment is discussed. The
performance results for both are presented in Section 5. Finally, a conclusion is offered.

C hapter 2

VIRTUAL TIME
SYNCHRONIZATION
Virtual time is a tem poral coordinate system imposed on a distributed system to define
synchronization and to measure computational progress. It can be visualized as a global,
one-dimensional tem poral coordinate system [33]. The axis of this system is overlaid upon
the distributed computation. The virtual time axis is typically oriented with real numbers
from zero to positive infinity. There are two im portant properties of virtual time. First, it
may increase or decrease with respect to real time. There is no restriction on the amount
or frequency by which it changes. Second, the virtual times generated must form a total
(or partial) ordering on the relation “less than.”
A manager (or process) may send a message to any other manager at any time. There
are no restrictions placed upon potential communication paths between processes. No fixed
or static declarations are required before execution begins. The communication medium is
assumed to be reliable, but messages are not required to arrive in the order they are sent.
Virtual time incorporates several different d ata structures and control algorithms to pro
duce optimistic processing. The most noteworthy is the use of rollback as the fundamental
synchronizer in the system. The data structures include queues for storing messages, a
unique process id, a local clock, and a permanent value. The algorithms include a trans
20
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action manager and a database manager. The former is responsible for generating and
subm itting requests while the latter processes the requests. The rollback mechanism is
used by both manager. The data structures, rollback mechanisms, and control algorithms
are presented in this chapter.

2.1

D a ta S tru ctu res

2.1.1

M essages

A transaction request or response is represented by a message as shown in Figure 2.1. The
components of a message are as follows:
S e n d e r: value representing sending process’s identifier
R e c e iv e r: value representing the receiving process’s identifier
T im e s ta m p : virtual time assigned to the transaction
T y p e : type of message
Sign: field indicating whether or not this is an antimessage
T e x t: type dependent data field
The sender and receiver components contain node addressing information consisting of
unique node id values. The timestamp contains a unique virtual time value. This value is
created in a two step process. First, the wall clock time in units of seconds is read from
the local system clock. The clocks a t the local nodes are not synchronized. Virtual time
does not require this. It is possible th at two nodes read their clocks and record the same
value. Therefore, the unique node pid is shifted into the lower 5 bits of the timestamp field
to create a unique value. The possible message types are Read, Write, Read-Response, and
Commit. The sign component indicates whether the message is an antimessage. In this
database system, antimessages are only required for Write and Read-Response messages.
Antimessages are transm itted only when a manager is required to rollback. Read operations
are not rolled back since their is no causal relationship between them. Commit message are
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SENDER

RECEIVER

TIMESTAMP

TYPE

SIGN

TEXT

Figure 2.1: Components of a Virtual Time message.
informational only and cannot cause rollback. The text field contains different information
based on the message type. A Read message has an item associated with it. A Write
message has an item and a value associated with it. A Read-Response message returns
d a ta requested from a Read message. This response has a value associated with it.

2 .1 .2

D a ta b a s e M a n a g e r In te rn a ls

The Database manager consists of five m ajor components for each item it manages. These
components contain all the information needed to support distributed processing and roll
back. They are as follows:
P id : unique process identifier for a node
L ocal C lock: current local virtual time of an item
P e r m a n e n t V alue: last committed W rite value
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In p u t Queue: processed messages from the virtual past along with unprocessed messages
in manager’s virtual future for an item

O utput Queue: antimessage copies of all Read-Response messages generated and sent by
the manager
Figure 2.2 depicts a possible configuration for an item. The Pid is 1. This manager
adjusts its local virtual time by setting its local clock equal to the tim estamp of the mes
sage being processed. In this example, the virtual time is 100 since it is processing the
message in the input queue with timestamp 100. The permanent database value is ’p.’
The input queue and output queue are ordered by tim estam ps. The input queue contains
eight total messages. There are five processed messages with timestamps in the virtual past
(timestamps less than 100). It also contains two unprocessed messages in the virtual future
(timestamps greater than 100). Four output messages have been sent by this process since
there are four antimessages in the output queue.
The output queue, and one portion of the input queue are necessary to support the
rollback function. They create additional space overhead not found in other distributed
synchronization methods. Additional time overhead will be incurred when these queues are
manipulated. Information must be stored in these queues after event occurrence and on a
periodic basis as messages are received and sent. These overheads are the m ajor drawbacks
of virtual time synchronization approach.

2.1.3

T ran sa ctio n M a n a g e r In te rn a ls

The Transaction manager consists of three prim ary components. These components hold
the information required for rollback and distributed processing. They are as follows:
P id : unique process identifier for a node
L ocal C lock: current local virtual time of the manager

O utput Queue: antimessage copies of all Write messages generated and sent by the man
ager
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Figure 2.2: Virtual Time Database Manager where the message with tim estamp 100 in the
Input Queue is being processed currently.
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Figure 2.3: Virtual Time transaction manager where the local time is 80 and three Write
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Figure 2.3 depicts a possible configuration. The Pid is 1. This manager adjusts its
local virtual time by setting its local clock equal to the tim estam p assigned to the current
transaction.

In this example, the virtual time is 80. The output queue is ordered by

timestamps. The queue contains three messages. They represent Writes that have been sent
to three nodes. Since the transaction manager generates the Read and Write requests, no
Input Queue is needed. If the manager received requests from an actual user, an Input Queue
could be incorporated in a m anner similar to the preceding description for the database
manager input queue.
The output queue is necessary to support the rollback function. It creates an additional
space overhead not found in other distributed synchronization methods. Additional time
overhead will be incurred when this queue is manipulated.

2.1.4

C locks

In a virtual time environment, every process object has its own local virtual clock. In
a virtual time distributed database system, every transaction manager has its own local
virtual clock, and every item managed by the database manager has its own virtual clock.
These local clocks are not synchronized with any traditional method. They are allowed
to move forward or backward in virtual time. A local clock for a database item moves
forward while processing messages and backward when rolling back. The local clock for the
transaction manager is adjusted forward after the completion of a transaction. Timestamps
are created by reading the local system clock and shifting the unique pid into the lower 5
bits. Although real time-oriented timestamps were used in this research, any ordered set
could have been used. The global clock is used primarily for overhead management and
commitment. It is not needed very often and is therefore computed and used on a periodic
basis. Local and global clocks are fully discussed in the following sections.

2.2

L ocal C ontrol

Both Time Warp managers have common system tasks th at need to be performed. These
tasks include managing messages, clocks, queues, events, and rollback. All the tasks are
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discussed here with the exception of rollback. A separate section is dedicated entirely to
rollback.

2.2.1

M essage M a n a g e m e n t

The only m ethod of communication between managers at nodes is through message passing.
When a message for an item arrives at the database manager, it is placed in an input queue.
This queue has two distinct parts. The first part contains unprocessed messages for the
virtual future. The second part contains processed messages from the virtual past. In Figure
2.2, the current time is 100. Therefore, all messages in the input queue with timestamps
less than 100 represent the virtual past while the others with timestamps greater than 100
represent the virtual future. Before a newly arrived message is placed into the input queue,
the sign component is examined to determine whether the message is an event message
(sign is + ) or an antimessage (sign is - ) . The two possible types of messages are handled
differently.
The first possible type of message is an event message. Upon arrival, the database
m anager places it in the input queue in timestamp order. If the message’s tim estam p is in
the m anager’s virtual past, the manager must rollback to a virtual time earlier than the
tim estam p. Execution begins at this earlier time, insuring th at all messages are processed
in tim estam p order. The rollback mechanism is invoked to undo all the work done after the
tim estam p. If the tim estamp is in the manager’s virtual future, nothing else is required since
the message has been queued. The database manager then resumes processing messages in
the input queue.
The other possibility is th at the newly arrived message is an antimessage. This implies
th a t some transaction manager has rolled back and is undoing work that should not have
been done. The only purpose of the antimessage is to seek out its corresponding event
message and cancel it and any side effects it may have caused. The timestamps of the an
timessage and its corresponding message are the same. The only difference between the two
messages is the content of the sign field. If the antimessage’s tim estam p is in the m anager’s
virtual future, the corresponding message is found in the virtual future part of the input
queue. It is removed so it will not be processed. If the antimessage’s timestamp is in the
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m anager’s virtual past, the manager must be rolled back. A manager must rollback to a
virtual time earlier than the antimessage’s timestamp. All the work done after the antimes
sage’s timestamp must be undone. In either case, the antimessage and its corresponding
message eventually cancel each other out. A section on rollback explains and gives examples
of the antimessage and rollback.
The output queue contains antimessages of messages the manager has sent. This queue
is ordered by the tim estamp of the antimessage. In Figure 2.2, four antimessages are in the
output queue. All the work completed by a manager is conditional and could be rolled back.
The output queue is used strictly to support rollback. If a manager rolls back, antimessages
may be sent out to cancel the original messages.
Initially, messages are saved in the two aforementioned queues. It is not necessary
to keep all this information throughout the entire distributed computation. If a process
cannot roll back to a virtual time prior to a time associated with a queue entry, the entry’s
information is not needed. This cutoff point is known as the global virtual time (GVT). It
is unnecessary to save any information with a virtual time less than the GVT. The reader
may wish to skip ahead for specifics of the GVT.
The database manager can be considered a task th at executes the following loop:

While( IglobaLtermination)
W ait(IQ);
Switch(Message type);
CASE READ:
Create Reply
Find Latest W rite
Set value in Reply
Create Reply Antimessage
Insert into OQ
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Send Reply
CASE W RITE:
No Action Yet
End.W hile

As long as unprocessed messages are in the input queue (IQ), the database manager pro
cesses them. When a Read message is processed, the input queue is searched for the latest
Write. If no Write is found, the value recorded permanently in the database is used. A
response message with this value is generated and sent. An antimessage copy is stored in
the output queue (OQ) in case rollback is required later. A Write message is simply marked
as processed. The physical write operation m ust be delayed until the write is committed.
This occurs when the GVT is larger than the tim estam p of the Write. In Figure 2.2, the
next message to be processed is the Read (type field = ’R ’) with tim estamp 120. This
Read will be satisfied with the Write value found in the Write message (type field = ’W ’)
with timestamp 80 since it is the latest, previous write. The three Read Messages with
timestamps 50, 60, and 80 were satisfied with the perm anent database value.
The transaction manager can be considered a task th a t executes the following loop:

While(!global_termination)
Generate Read Set;
Issue Reads and wait for Replys;
Generate Write Set;
Issue Writes;
Wait for Commit;
End.W hile
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This loop runs until a fixed number of transactions are completed. This condition indicates
global term ination in this research. At any time, the task may get interrupted upon receiving
a Read-Response antimessage. This alters the computation path. This subject is discussed
in detail in the section on rollback.

2.2.2

C lock M a n a g e m en t

The synchronization of clocks in a virtual time environment is not typical of other dis
tributed methods. The local virtual clock for a database manager is allowed to move ahead
or behind in virtual time. The clock moves ahead by processing messages in its input queue.
It moves behind by getting rolled back by an incoming message tim estamped in the virtual
past. The local clock for the transaction manager always moves forward as transactions
are completed. This clock could also move backward if the characteristics of a different
transaction generator required it. The local clocks of all managers are at best, loosely syn
chronized. Overall, it is expected th at the local virtual clock advances ahead in time while
occasionally jumping behind.
The local clock for a database manager item is driven by setting its value equal to
the tim estamp of the message currently being processed. Every time a new message is
processed, the clock is advanced. A newly arrived message from the virtual past causes
rollback. This forces the clock to jum p back in virtual time to a lessor value. The clock
is set to + in fin ity when the database manager for an item has no more input messages
to process. This denotes manager term ination. This can be a tem porary condition since it
will unterm inate if a new message is received.

2.3

R o ll Back

It is possible for a message to arrive out of timestamp order in a virtual time system. The
reason for this is the lack of artificial blocking. When this out of order message called a
straggler arrives, the manager may need to roll back in virtual time to process the message
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in tim estamp order. Rollback operations include returning to a previous state and undoing
work th a t should not have been done. In this research, specialized rollback mechanisms for
both the database manager and the transaction manager were developed.

2.3.1

D a ta b a s e M a n a g e r R o ll B ack

The rollback mechanism for the database manager handles late arriving Read, Write, and
Write antimessages. Each of these messages is handled differently.

This diverges from

traditional rollback mechanisms [29, 33] and follows a method based on optimized semantics
[61]. The possible messages are handled as follows:
R e a d : Insert into input queue and treat as normal Read message.
W rite : Insert into input queue and mark as processed. Send Read-response antimessages
for any previously affected Read-response messages.
W rite a n tim e s s a g e : Remove corresponding Write from input queue. Send Read-response
antimessages for any previously affected Read-response messages.
Rollback is not required for Read messages since this operation has no causal conflict with
any other operation. For the late arriving Read, find the latest, previous Write and return
this value. When a Write message is received, any processed Read messages with tim estamps
larger than the late Write, but less than the next future W rite (if any) must be reprocessed.
This is done by cancelling the Read-response messages and sending out a new response
message. The same message is used in this research. When a Write antimessage is received,
the corresponding W rite messages m ust be annihilated. Any Read-response message which
was satisfied with this value m ust be cancelled also. The net effect after rollback must be
to leave the database in a state as if the late message had arrived in order. Antimessages
might get sent to accomplish this, but are not always necessary. Some examples of rollback
follow.
Assume the database m anager is in the state shown in Figure 2.2. If a straggler Read
message with tim estam p 85 arrives, the message is inserted into the input queue in times
tamp order and processed. A Read-response message is sent, and a copy of it is placed
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in the output queue. The state of the queues after this rollback has occurred is shown in
Figure 2.4(a).
Suppose the database manager is in the state shown in Figure 2.2. If a straggler Write
message with tim estamp 50 arrives, the message is inserted into the input queue in times
tam p order and processed. Two Read messages with tim estamps 60 and 80 were affected by
this late Write. The values returned earlier are no longer correct. Therefore, antimessages
for both are transm itted. The new value will be sent along in the antimessage. The queue
entries are updated with the new value (and retained). Figure 2.4(b) show the queues after
this operation has occurred.
Assume the database m anager is in the state shown in Figure 2.2. If a Write antimessage
message with tim estamp 80 arrives, its corresponding Write in the input queue must be
removed. One Read message with timestamp 90 needs to be corrected since it used a value
th a t no longer exists. Thus, an antimessage with the correct value is sent. The queue
entry is updated with the new value (and retained). The state of the queues after this has
occurred is shown in Figure 2.4(c).

2.3.2

T ra n sa c tio n M a n a g e r R oll B ack

The rollback mechanism for the transaction manager handles Read-response antimessages
only since it only receives Read-response messages. There are two cases to consider when a
message of this type is received. They are as follows:
N o W rite s S e n t: Record new Read-response value.
W rite s S e n t: Record new Read-response value. Transmit Write antimessages for all Writes
sent. Transmit new Write messages.
If W rite messages have been sent, they need to be cancelled. A new value has just arrived
th a t is assumed to have an affect on the contents of the Write value. After cancellation, new
W rite messages must be sent. If no Writes have been sent, nothing needs to be cancelled.
It is assumed the Reads have no interdependencies.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of rollback at a database manager, (a) After processing a late Read
message with tim estamp 85. (b) After processing a late Write message with timestamp 50.
(c) After processing a Write antimessage with timestamp 80.
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2.4

G lob al C ontrol

Virtual time success is embedded in Global Control issues. These include measuring global
progress, managing memory, controlling message flow, committing irreversible actions, and
taking snapshots. The focal point of all these issues is the global virtual time (GVT). It is
the single most im portant virtual time concept because of its global impact, especially on
global progress.

2.4.1

G lobal C lock

Every manger in a virtual time system has a local clock. These clocks contain different
virtual times and may jum p forward or backward in time. No single local clock can be
used as an iqdicator of global progress. Therefore, a global clock containing the GVT is
needed. The GVT is estim ated on a periodic basis since it is used primarily for overhead
management. The GVT is based on the status of the distributed system.
The GVT at real time r is defined by Jefferson [33] to be the minimum o f :
1. All virtual times in the local clocks at time r, and
2. All virtual send times of messages sent but not processed at time r.
The GVT serves as an absolute floor past which no process can roll back.
The above definition is not a practical one. The classic problem with this definition
is th at it requires an instantaneous global snapshot of the distributed system including
messages in transit. It has been shown that computing a global snapshot is nop-trivial
[17]. It would require information from every process at real time r. It is not possible
to stop every process at real time r and record this information under the virtual time
synchronization policy. Operational definitions have been developed and are discussed in
[33, 40].
A specialized GVT algorithm was developed for this implementation. The approach
used is a non-traditional one. The transaction manager controls all the timestamps in the
system. This manager cannot rollback beyond its current local time. The database manager
does not generate new timestamps.

It only uses copies of them sent from transaction
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managers.

Therefore, only the transaction managers need to be involved in the GVT

computation. Periodically, every transaction manager sends its current local virtual time to
a predefined node. This node, in addition to a transaction manager and a database manager,
is responsible for running a GVT algorithm. This node collects the local clock values from
the nodes, then periodically computes the GVT and broadcasts it to all nodes. The GVT is
computed by selecting the least local virtual time from all the values sent. The GVT value
broadcast is slightly out-of-date, but does not requires distributed synchronization.
This algorithm is not a good one when compared with others [33, 44, 58]. Its weak
nesses include increased message traffic and a single node responsible for computing this
value. It also relies on the characteristics of the transaction and database model used in
this implementation. The algorithm did provide acceptable performance results for this
implement ation.
The frequency of estimating the GVT is a performance param eter th at affects response
time, throughput, and memory requirements. Small frequency intervals lead to faster re
sponse times and better memory utilization but also use more computing time and network
bandwidth. Thus, there are tradeoffs involved in selecting this interval value.

2.4.2

M e m o ry M an a g e m e n t

Time W arp requires much more memory to support rollback than other synchronization
methods. Each manager stores history information in case of rollback. A manager does
not need to store all of this information from the beginning of the computation if it cannot
possibly roll back that far into the past. The GVT is defined to be lowest possible virtual
time to which a process could roll back. Therefore, some messages and states in the input,
output, and state queues may no longer be necessary. Any message in the input queue with
a tim estam p less than the GVT can be discarded. If the message is a Write, its value is
recorded as the new permanent value. Similarly, any message in the output queue with
a virtual send time less than the GVT can be discarded. The discarded memory can be
recovered and reallocated to future requests. The term fossil collection [33] is used to
describe this memory recovering technique.
Efficient memory management in Time Warp is critical. Applications execute faster
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when a maximum amount of rollback information is stored. Fossil collection contributes
greatly to reclaiming memory for this use. Other techniques not needed in this research are
presented in [28, 29, 40].

2.4.3

C o m m itm e n t

The nature of rollback in Time Warp restricts a class of operations from being performed im
mediately. These operations include output to perm anent storage. A commitment protocol
has been established to manage this class of operations.
A Time Warp system requires th at no irreversible action be committed until it can be
proven correct. To enforce this requirement, any operation in this class must be buffered
(not committed) until the virtual time associated with it is less than the GVT. The buffered
operation is proven to be correct once the GVT is greater th an its virtual time because
rollback can no longer affect it.
The Time Warp commitment protocol is more rigid than other commitment protocols.
In this implementation, commitment occurs during fossil collection. When a Write is en
countered, the value is written to the permanent database, and a commit message is sent
to its transaction manager. The command buffering done prior to commitment may cause
a large delay from the time computed to the time committed. This potential delay is not
considered a m ajor drawback of virtual time, but specific applications could suffer from it.
One of the objectives of this research is to determine whether these delays are large and
adversely affect user response time.

2.5

C osts

Three factors contribute to the overall cost of a virtual time system. They are memory
requirements, message traffic, and execution time. Each of these can be manipulated by
the virtual time implementor to tune the system for optim al performance.
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2.5.1

O v erh ead

As previously stated, large memory overhead is needed to support the rollback mechanism.
This memory stores history information used by a manager to return to the virtual past. The
output queue and virtual past portion of the input queue comprise this memory overhead.
All input and output queue messages must be saved.
Message traffic can be caused by several operations. When rollback occurs, any antimes
sages transm itted increase message traffic. These antimessages may also cause rollback at
their receivers, inducing even more traffic. Estim ating the GVT also increases message
traffic on a periodic basis. As the total message traffic increases, the probability of rollback
also increases because of message delivery assumptions.
Execution overhead involves the above two overheads. Processing time is needed to
manage the rollback history memory. When rollback occurs, processing time is required
to stop and restart computations. Processing time is required to estimate the GVT and
to do fossil collection, commitment, and other GVT related concerns. The processing time
added by overhead tasks may be significant enough to impact the overall performance of
the system.

2.5.2

S y ste m T u n in g

The virtual time implementor is responsible for tuning system to achieve maximum perfor
mance. The most critical param eter setting is the GVT frequency. This value is commonly
expressed in seconds. A low value leads to better response times and memory management,
but requires more processing time and increases message traffic. A high value has the exact
opposite effect. In this research, the GVT for every simulation run was individually tuned
to achieve minimum wall clock execution times.
In examining the cost of Time Warp, the notion of distributed rollback may lead to
the immediate conclusion of exorbitant cost. The tem poral locality principle is cited as
the prim ary reason disputing this [33]. Applications executed are expected to follow this
principle. Under this presumption, rollback is infrequent and the cost is not as high as
initially anticipated.

C hapter 3

M ULTIVERSION TIM ESTAM P
O RDERING
SYNCH RO NIZATIO N
MVTO is one of several methods available for achieving distributed database synchroniza
tion. The MVTO version used in this research is based on Bernstein’s algorithm [8]. This
m ethod is similar to Reed’s m ethod [56, 57].
A manager in a MVTO system may send a message to any other manager at any time.
There are no restrictions placed upon potential communication paths between processes.
No fixed or static declarations are required before execution begins. The communication
medium is assumed to be reliable, and messages are required to arrive in the order they are
sent. Note this last condition was not required for virtual time.
MVTO utilizes several different d a ta structures and control algorithms to produce syn
chronization. Transaction abortion is the fundamental synchronizer in this system. The
d a ta structures, abortion mechanisms, and control algorithms are presented in this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: Components of a MVTO message.

3.1

D a ta S tru ctu res

3.1.1

M essages

A transaction request or response is represented by a message similar to the one presented
for virtual time. The message is shown in Figure 3.1. The only difference with virtual time
is the sign field is not needed with this method. The values that the message components
contain are the same also except for message type. The possible types for this method
include Read, Prewrite, Write, and A bort, and Read-response.

3.1.2

D a ta b a s e M a n a g e r In te rn a ls

The D atabase manager consists of five m ajor components for each item it manages. These
components contain all the information needed to incorporate MVTO synchronization pol
icy. They are as follows:
P id : unique process identifier for a node
R e a d B u ffer: unprocessed Read messages
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R e a d L ist: timestamps of processed Read messages
P r e w r ite B uffer: accepted Prewrite messages
W rite L ist: timestamps and values of processed Write messages
Figure 3.2(a) depicts a possible configuration for an item. The Pid is 1. All queues and
buffers are ordered by timestamps. The Read buffer is empty. The Read list has 3 processed
messages. The Prewrite buffer has 1 message while the Write list has 1 message in it. The
Read buffer contains Read messages th a t are not able to be processed yet. The Read list
holds the timestamps of processed Read messages. The Prewrite buffer stores Prewrite
messages th a t have been accepted by the Database manager. The Write list contains the
tim estamp and values pairs which represent versions of the database. Buffers hold work to
be done while lists represent work already done. Both types of structures are required to
accomplish correct synchronization.

3.1.3

T ra n sa c tio n M an a g e r In te rn a ls

The Transaction manager consists of three m ajor components. These components contain
ail the information needed to support MVTO processing. They are as follows:
P id : unique process identifier for a node
C lock: current local time of the manager
O u tp u t L ist : addresses of all messages generated and sent by the manager
The Pid is the same as mentioned earlier. The clock contains a value generated when a
transaction was initiated. The output list records the nodes involved in the transaction.
This list is needed in case the transaction gets aborted by some Transaction manager which
is involved. Transaction abortion is discussed fully in a future section.

3.1.4

C locks

Clocks are only needed by the transaction managers under MVTO policy. Each transaction
is assigned a unique timestamp. If a transaction aborts, it is resubmitted with a new
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Figure 3.2: Examples of a MVTO database manager processing Read messages, (a) State
prior to processing, (b) State after processing a Read message with timestamp 25. (c) State
after processing a Read message with timestamp 40.
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tim estamp. This cycle repeats until the transaction is successfully completed. Timestamps
in this system are also based on real-time, but clock synchronization was not considered.
The synchronization of local clocks may be im portant for specific applications. If required,
some clock synchronization algorithm would have run along with transaction and database
managers at the nodes[17]. Timestamps are created by reading the local system clock and
shifting the unique pid into the lower 5 bits. This is the same as the virtual time method.

3.2

L ocal C ontrol

All MVTO managers have common system tasks that need to be performed. These tasks
include managing messages, buffer, lists, and abortion. All the tasks are discussed here
with the exception of abortion. A separate section is dedicated entirely to it.

3.2.1

D a ta b a s e M a n a g e r M essage M a n a g e m en t

When a message for an item arrives at the database manager, it is processed immediately.
The database m anager can be considered a task th a t executes the following loop:

While( IglobaLtermination)
Wait (Message);
Switch(Message type);
CASE READ:
If(Read In Interval Of PBuf)
Buffer Read
Else
C reate Reply
Find Latest Write
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Add Timestamp to Read List
Send Reply
CASE PREW RITE:
If(Any Reads In Interval Of Prewrite)
Send Abort
Else
Buffer Prewrite
CASE W RITE:
Add (Timestamp,Value) to Write List
Debuffer Corresponding Prewrite
Check Read Buffer
End.W hile;

When a Read message is received, it is either processed or buffered. The message must
be buffered if it is dependent on a Prewrite th at has been accepted. Otherwise, a Readresponse message with the latest value of the item is created and sent and the timestamp of
the message is added to the Read list. If a Prewrite message is received, the manager must
either accept or reject it. The only reason to reject a prewrite request is if time conflict
exists with some previously granted Read operation. This is how MVTO resolves conflict.
It causes an entire transaction to be aborted. Not only will the request at this manager be
resent with a new tim estam p, but every other manager in the system th at was involved also.
If no conflict exists, the Prewrite is accepted and buffered. A Write message is sent to a
m anager after it is clear th a t the Prew rite was accepted. (This is accomplished by timeouts
in this implementation). W hen a W rite arrives, the corresponding Prewrite is removed from
the Prewrite buffer. The Write tim estam p and value pair is added to the Write list. The
Read buffer is checked next. It is possible th at some Reads were buffered because of the
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Prewrite that was just satisfied. Some examples follow.
Assume a Read message with timestamp 25 arrives at the database manager shown in
Figure 3.2(a). The Read can be satisfied immediately. A copy of the message timestamp
is added to the Read list as shown afterwards in Figure 3.2(b). If the tim estamp were 40
instead, it would be buffered since the value to be returned depends on a Prewrite at time
30. In this case, the message would be added to the Read buffer as shown in Figure 3.2(c).
Suppose a Prewrite message with tim estamp 15 arrives at the database manager shown
in Figure 3.3(a). The Prewrite must be rejected since a Read message with tim estamp 20
has already been granted. This is presented in Figure 3.3(b). If the Prewrite timestamp
were 20, it would be accepted and buffered since there is no conflict. The Prewrite buffer
for this case is shown in Figure 3.3(c).
Assume a Write message with timestamp 30 arrives at the database manager shown in
Figure 3.4(a). The corresponding Prewrite message in the Prewrite buffer is removed and
the Write is added to the W rite list. The Read with timestamp 40 can now be processed
and then added to the Read list. The final states are shown in Figure 3.4(b).

3.2.2

T ra n sa c tio n M a n a g e r M essage M a n a g e m e n t

The transaction manager can be considered a task th at executes the following loop:

While( !global_termination)
Generate Read Set;
Issue Reads and wait for Replys;
Generate Write Set;
Issue Prewrites;
Wait For Timeout Period;
If(Not Aborted);
Issue Writes;
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Figure 3.3: Examples of a MVTO database manager processing Prewrite messages, (a)
State prior to processing, (b) State after processing a Prewrite message with timestamp
15. (c) State after processing a Prewrite message with timestamp 20.
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End.While;

The transaction manager requires three phases to submit a transaction. They are a Read
phase, a Prewrite phase, and a Write phase. The Read phase is similar to the one described
earlier for virtual time.

Read requests are sent.

The manager blocks until a response

is received. All Read requests will eventually get satisfied, but blocking is involved. The
Prewrite and Write phase are necessary to support a two phase commit protocol [10, 8]. The
manager first issues a Prewrite to a manager it needs to write a value to. If the Prewrite
is accepted and no other part of the transaction is aborted, a Write will be issued also.
Whenever a Prewrite is accepted, a Write is guaranteed to be accepted. As with the virtual
time system, the loop runs until a fixed number of transactions are successfully completed.
This condition indicates global termination in this research.
During the Prewrite phase, any database manager which receives a Prewrite may reject
it forcing the entire transaction to abort. This is accomplished by the database manager
sending an Abort message back to the transaction manager. Once the transaction manager
receives an abort message from any database manager, it must cancel all the requests it
made and restart the transaction with a new and larger timestamp.
The transaction manager waits for some fixed time period after issuing Prewrites. Dur
ing this time period, any database managers th at need to reject a received Prewrite, then
must do so in this time frame. This time length is a critical performance param eter in
MVTO system. It must be tuned for optimal algorithm performance.

3.3

A b o rtio n

It is possible for a message to arrive out of tim estamp order in a MVTO system since their
is no clock synchronization. W hen an out of order message called a straggler arrives, the
manager may need to abort a transaction to resolve tim e conflicts. When a transaction is
aborted, it is given a new and larger timestamp by the transaction manager and is restarted.
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It is hoped th at the delay and new tim estamp will allow the same transaction to complete
successfully.
In this system, the database managers make the decision on whether or not a transaction
must abort when it processes Prewrite messages.

If a Prewrite message conflicts with

some previously granted Read request, it must be rejected and the transaction aborted.
If no conflict exists, the message is accepted and buffered. By accepting a Prewrite, the
transaction manager is guaranteeing th at the future Write will not cause any inconsistency
in the database.
A database manager rejects a Prewrite message explicitly by sending an Abort message
back to a transaction manager. Once a transaction manager receives one of these Abort
messages, it must cancel all the requests involved in this transaction and restart it. This
process could repeat if many conflicts are detected. This is a prim ary weakness of MVTO
synchronization.

3.4

G lob al C ontrol

In a MVTO system, a Write message is committed as soon as it is received by the database
manager. The transaction manager knows this message is expected since it is preceded by a
Prewrite message. The time between these two messages could be considered commitment
delay. This delay is not the same as in a virtual time system though.
There are two lists th at need to be periodically purged in an MVTO system. They are
the Read list and the Write list. These lists would grow indefinitely if some maintenance
was not performed on them. The Read and Prewrite buffers do not require attention since
messages in them are eventually processed and added to the two lists. In this research,
memory utilization was not a primary performance driver. Therefore, the algorithm writ
ten to conduct this maintenance may not be very useful in general. The algorithm runs
periodically and removes all entries from the lists that are less than some fixed time quanta
subtracted from the current clock time. The quanta values selected for this algorithm were
not optimal since it was not necessary.
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3.5

C osts

Memory, message traffic, and execution overhead are cost factors to be considered with
MVTO. Memory overhead is required to support MVTO synchronization. This memory
stores tim estam p and write information only. These values are needed by the database
manager to make abortion decisions.

The Read and Write lists comprise the memory

overheads. Message traffic is not directly controllable in this system. The only way to
reduce it is by reducing the number of transactions th a t abort. Slight execution overhead
is required to update and m aintain these two lists. None of this overhead though, is as
significant as the virtual time overhead.
System tuning is extremely im portant in this system also. The most crucial param eter
is the tim eout period. This value expresses how long the transaction manager must wait
after issuing all its Prewrites. In this research, a minimum timeout period was established
for every simulation run to achieve maximum performance.

C hapter 4

IM PLEM ENTATION
EN V IR O N M EN T
Several factors must be considered when implementing a distributed system. They include
the hardware, software, network, algorithm modifications, models, and the run time envi
ronment. These are now discussed.

4.1

H ardw are

The hardware platform used in this research was Sun Microsystems SPARC Stations 1.
They run at a speed of roughly 12 mips. Each station has a memory capacity of 8 megabytes
and a local disk of 100 megabytes. They share a network with other workstations, fileservers,
and other servers.

4.2

N etw ork

All Sparc Stations used in this research are connected into a local area network via ethernet. The network hardware is based on the IEEE 802.3 standard. This has a theoretical
maximum transfer rate of 10 megabits per second.
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4.3

Softw are

4.3.1

U N IX

Each station ran under control of the UNIX operating system. The version used was SunOS
4.0.3c. This is comparable to Berkely Unix BSD V4.3 with some additions including NFS.

4.3.2

ISIS

The ISIS V2.1 toolkit for distributed and fault-tolerant programming [12] was used to
implement the MVTO and TW systems. ISIS was built on top of the UNIX operating
system. Its purpose is to make it easy to write a program th at is distributed, dynamically
expandable, and fault-tolerant. Application programs can be written in C, C + + , and some
versions of LISP, Fortran, and Prolog. ISIS provides many powerful tools to the application
programmer.
The run time architecture of ISIS consists of several programs started on each machine
where ISIS facilities will be directly accessed. Only two of these programs were required in
this implementation. They were isis and protos. These two are the minimum required to
execute ISIS applications. They provide initialization, health monitoring, and communica
tion capabilities.
The application software was w ritten in C. The software was structured in an ISIS
format. This format requires the application to be broken into a set of tasks. The program
executes as a UNIX process. W ithin the process, these tasks execute non-preemptively
under the control of ISIS. An ISIS task looks just like a C function and shares the same
address space and global variables as all other tasks and functions in the process. The
main difference between a function and task is th at a task can be invoked by the system to
respond to an ISIS event (such as message arrival).
Most of the powerful tools offered by ISIS were not taken advantage of in this research.
ISIS was primarily used as a message passing facility. Features of ISIS incorporated include
process groups, clients, and the bypass facility [12]. Message were passed through the ISIS
CBCAST protocol. This provided delivery of messages in the order they were sent.
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4.4

A lg o rith m M od ification s

4.4.1

V irtu a l T im e

A traditional implementation of virtual time was not required for this research. In a dis
tributed database system, there is more structure than in a distributed simulation environ
ment. By using this knowledge, a less generalized implementation was constructed.
In this implementation, the following areas diverted from tradition philosophy:
• GVT Com putation
• Rollback Mechanism
• History Information
As stated earlier, the GVT algorithm used here was not typical. The performance of a
TW system is closely bound to the performance of the GVT algorithm. The assumptions of
the algorithm such as only transaction managers are involved and no transaction manager
can rollback beyond the current transaction are not true in general. If a different transaction
model was selected, a different algorithm would be needed.
Rollback was specialized at both the transaction and database managers. A transaction
manager issues a set of read requests followed by a subset of write requests. Since the
transaction manager issues only one transaction at a time, it could not be rolled back
beyond th a t transaction. It was assumed a Read-response message th at gets rolled back
does not affect the other members of the read set, but does for the writes.
Rollback at the database manager was designed following an optimistic method based
on semantics of abstract data types [61]. The idea of this approach is to not rollback a
manager just because a late message arrives. Instead, the message was processed at the
current virtual time if the operation involved did not violate computational correctness.
An example of this is a late arriving Read message. In a distributed database system, read
operations do not conflict with other reads or writes. On the other hand, write operations do
conflict and this is not possible. Another optimization undertaken involved Read-response
antimessages. In addition to cancelling the corresponding Read-response message, a new
value is returned in the message. Thus, two messages are actually combined into one. This
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was done since the new value is always available as a result of the recent write which caused
roll back.
Once rollback started at either manager, it was allowed to finish uninterrupted. Nor
mally, the rollback operation would be allowed to be interrupted in case a message farther
back in time needed to processed. This diverged from normal rollback, but was easier
to implement and oriented towards ISIS message delivery. The rollback mechanisms were
designed with this consideration.
The history information stored for rollback includes all entries in the output queue and
a portion of the input queue. One structure not found in this implementation is the state
queue. This queue contains checkpoint information for a process. Typical entries include
information which makes the execution deterministic such as random number generator
seeds. In this implementation, the models incorporated did not require information of this
type. Different models or assumptions may require this queue. The memory required for
storage in this queue could be significant.

4.4.2

M u ltiV e rsio n T im e s ta m p O rd e rin g

As mentioned earlier, periodic maintenance must be performed on the Read and Write
lists. This was done to remove old entries which no longer affect synchronization. In this
implem entation, this was accomplished by periodically removing entries older than some
fixed quanta subtracted from the current time. This quanta value was large enough to insure
no synchronization conflict would result. These lists also stored the entire message described
earlier and shown in Figure 3.1. This was not necessary, but made the implementation
easier. This was not an optimal way to manager memory, but this was not an issue in this
research.

4.5

T ransaction and D a ta b a se M od els

Several assumptions were made about the nature of transactions and transaction submission.
They have a definite impact on how the algorithms were written and on performance. No
blind writes were allowed. A transaction could not issue a write operation to a database
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item without first reading it. No user was modeled.

Instead, the transaction manager

generated the user requests randomly [52] and issued them to the database managers. Only
read/w rite (r/w ) synchronization was considered.

The control variables for this model

included transaction size, intertransaction delay, and update probability.
A simple database model was used.

Each database manager was responsible for a

specified number of items. Whenever a transaction requested read or write access to an
item, it was delayed 50 milliseconds to simulate the physical i/o operation. The only control
variable used was for the database size.

4.6

R un T im e E n vironm en t

A dedicated operating system was not available for this research. In light of this fact, several
steps were taken to reduce/elim inate any outside affect on results. No users were on the
machines involved. No processes other than the application, ISIS, and UNIX were running.
No significant activity transpired across the network.
For each test, the same machines were used for MVTO and TW . Also, the same test runs
for MVTO and TW were collected back to back. This was done to keep the environment
as similar as possible.
A command node which ran on a separate machine controlled execution. This node
started all application nodes and controlled global initialization and startup. During the
actual test run, it sat idle waiting for global term ination. At that point, all the nodes sent
their results to the command node. All nodes were stopped by the command node after
results were received.

C hapter 5

RESULTS
Several test were designed to compare the relative performance of the MVTO and TW
systems. They are as follows:
T ra n sa c tio n Size number of requests within a transaction
D a ta b a s e Size number of items managed by a database manager
I n te r tr a n s a c tio n D elay delay between two consecutive transactions
N o d e s number of nodes running systems
R e a d O n ly transactions with no write operations
These tests are not the only ones th at could have been selected. Others can be found in
various literature including [41, 13, 2, 21, 51, 59, 48, 43]. These five were selected because
they provided a solid base in which to compare the two systems. The main influences on
these specific choices were [47, 1, 14, 15].
The measurements used in each test comparison are :
• Response Time
• Message Traffic
• Throughput
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The primary performance measurement in this research was response time. Every result
collection run was tuned to achieve the lowest possible response time for both systems. The
response time presented was the average amount of wall clock time per node required for a
transaction manager to successfully submit 50 transactions. The value 50 was selected after
several runs showed this value produced repeatable results for both systems. Message traffic
was determined by counting every message sent by a manager. Throughput is a common
measurement, but with varying definitions. In this research, it is defined to be:
Nodes * 5 0 / Total Response Time of all nodes
This value includes any reprocessing time required for rollback or abortion operations.
Results from this test are inversely related to the response time measurement.
Another measurement collected is CPU execution time. This is based on how much
CPU time the transaction and database managers took to execute. This included ISIS and
UNIX overhead. The results of these tests are discussed in the following sections.

5.1

T ran saction Size

The transaction size test holds all param eters constant except the transaction size. This
value varied from 5% to 10% of the distributed database size. The number of nodes for
this test was 8. The intertransaction delay was 0 and the database size was 10. All read
requests were updated with a 25% probability.
The response time for this test is shown in Figure 5.1(a). MVTO performed slightly
better when the transaction size is less than 8.5%. After this point, TW had superior
performance. This figure suggested th at TW is a better choice for large transaction sizes
while smaller ones should perform slightly better with MVTO.
The message traffic for this test is presented in Figure 5.1(b). The traffic for MVTO is
less than th at of TW for transaction size up to 6.25%. After this, TW clearly induced less
traffic. Overall, it appears th a t TW induced the least amount of message traffic.
The throughput for this test is displayed in Figure 5.1(c). This graph is inversely related
to the one presented in Figure 5.1(a) since it is based on response time. As the transaction
size increases, the throughput for MVTO dropped off dramatically while the throughput
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for TW flattened out.

5.2

D a ta b a se Size

The database size test holds all param eters constant except the database size. This value
varied from 1 to 20. The number of nodes for this test was 8. The intertransaction delay was
0 and the transaction size was 7.5%. All read requests were updated with a 25% probability.
The response time for this test is shown in Figure 5.2(a). Both methods performed very
similar until the database size exceeds 12. At this point, TW responded faster. This figure
suggests th at TW is a good choice when the database size exceeds 12.
The message traffic for this test is presented in Figure 5.2(b). The traffic for MVTO is
less than th at of TW for database size less than 7. After this, the traffic for TW is less.
Overall, it appears th at TW generated the least amount of message traffic.
The throughput for this test is displayed in Figure 5.2(c). This graph is inversely related
to the one presented in Figure 5.2(a) since it is based on response time. In this test, the
values plotted are very close and no distinct advantage can be given to either.

5.3

In tertra n sa ctio n D e la y

The intertransaction delay test holds all param eters constant except the intertransaction
delay. This value varied from 0 seconds to 4 seconds. The number of nodes for this test
was 8. The database size was 10 and the transaction size was 7.5%. All read requests were
updated with a 25% probability.
The response time for this test is shown in Figure 5.3(a). MVTO clearly out performed
TW in all cases. This is not a surprising result since the nature of this test, additional delay,
is against virtual time philosophy. This graph showed that a TW system suffers drastically
by introducing artificial delay. The effects of this delay in the MVTO system was negligible.
The message traffic for this test is presented in Figure 5.3(b). TW always created less
traffic than MVTO. This is of little consequence though in light of the primary measurement.
The throughput for this test is displayed in Figure 5.3(c). This graph is inversely related
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to the one presented in Figure 5.3(a) since it is based on response tim e. In this test, MVTO
throughput remained relatively constant while TW throughput dropped off drastically.

5.4

N odes

The nodes test was not designed as one might think. Nodes were not added in an attem pt
to reduce response time. Instead, by adding a node, more transactions as well as databases
are introduced into the distributed system. The nodes test holds all param eters constant
except the number of nodes involved. This value varied from 4 nodes to 12 nodes. The
transaction size for this test was 8 requests. The intertransaction delay was 0 and the
database size was 10. All read requests were updated with a 25% probability.
The response time for this test is shown in Figure 5.4(a). From the graph, it is evident
TW responded faster in all cases. It is interesting to note the shapes of both curves. The
same basic shapes indicated th a t the param eters for each run had to the same relative effect
on performance.
The message traffic for this test is presented in Figure 5.4(b).

The traffic for TW

is significantly less than th a t of MVTO in all cases. This test had the greatest traffic
difference than the others when comparing the two systems.
The throughput for this test is displayed in Figure 5.4(c). This graph is inversely related
to the one presented in Figure 5.4(a) since it is based on response time. This graph shows
TW is superior in all cases. This is expected because of the response time results.

5.5

R ead O nly

A special one run test was conducted for read only transactions. In this test, 8 nodes were
used. The database size was 10. The transaction size was 7.5% and the intertransaction
delay was 0. The update probability was 0%.
MVTO was able to execute all the transaction with a response time of 600 seconds. The
TW value was 704 seconds. MVTO performed much better in this test. MVTO required
600 messages while TW required 651. The throughput for MVTO was .083 and .071 for
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TW . From these results, it appeared th at the overhead for TW is to much in a read-only
transaction environment.

5.6

O th er M easures

The CPU time required for all the tests favored MVTO significantly. On the average, The
CPU for MVTO was busy 40% of the time while TW was busy 82%. This result was
likely influenced by the implementation and environment. It is expected that TW would
require more time than MVTO in any setting, but of a lower magnitude. This result is not
that surprising since TW attem pts to keep the CPU busy by processing (and reprocessing)
messages while MVTO blocks frequently.

C hapter 6

CONCLUSION
This research reported on the first implementation and results of a DDBMS synchronized
by virtual time. Additionally, a MVTO algorithm was implemented to compare these re
sults. Message traffic, response time, and throughput were used for the relative comparison.
Performance tests varied the database size, transaction size, intertransaction delay, number
of nodes, and update probability. Design and implementation issues were discussed along
with advantages and disadvantages.
Some broad conclusion can be drawn from the results presented earlier.
• Virtual time nominally outperformed MVTO as the transaction size increased.
• Virtual time performed similar to MVTO when the database size was varied.
• Adding artificial delay to a virtual time system drastically reduced performance and
MVTO always outperformed it.
• Virtual time always outperform ed MVTO as the number of nodes (as well as trans
action and databases) increased.
• Virtual time requires substantially more memory for support of the rollback mecha
nism than the multiversion history information in MVTO.
For the read only test, it appeared th at the virtual time overhead was too large as MVTO
performed better. The message traffic results generally favored the virtual time approach
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for a m ajority of the tests. CPU utilization was significantly higher with virtual time.
We argue that virtual time is a viable alternate concurrency control method for dis
tributed database systems if the memory overhead can be absorbed. We believe that vir
tual time synchronization is at least capable of performance similar to MVTO. In general,
our results showed th at

e ls

conflict increased, virtual time outperformed MVTO. As in all

performance studies, the results presented and conclusions drawn here are bound to the
database model and transaction model assumptions. Additionally, the implementation and
environment need to be taken into account.
There are several possibilities for future research in this area. The memory overhead for
virtual time needs to be examined in detail in a distributed database environment. Clever
compression algorithms for reducing memory overheads would be very beneficial.

The

performance of virtual time with different database and transaction models is desirable.
Alternate tests for comparison could provide some interesting results. Other algorithms
such as two-phase locking or an optimistic verifier would be valuable. Another environment
more suited for distributed databases should be considered. An object oriented platform
should be considered since virtual time can logically follow this and since object oriented
databases are becoming more popular and accepted.

A final topic not covered in this

research in reliability. The ability to detect and recover from sites failure is an im portant
issue in distributed database systems and needs to be explored.
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